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Abstract 

The focus of this research was to explore the creative potential in documenting, using digital 

photographs and videos, a dissection in the Biology laboratory. Fifty-eight Grade 8 boys were 

instructed in the use of digital cameras to record their observations during a dissection of a 

sheep’s heart in the Biology curriculum at St. George’s School. The boys worked in pairs to 

label their digital pictures, and arrange them as a sequence of slides using presentation 

software. The final product was a digital lab report  that communicated scientific processes and 

content in creative ways.  

 Results of the study indicated that the boys were very engaged in producing a digital lab report, 

and preferred this form of reporting over written, traditional lab reports. The results appear to 

corroborate findings and research that boys are visual learners, and that they enjoy using 

technology to produce unique and original work.  Data was collected  through observations of 

the boys’ personal experiences, as well as through surveys. This research gprovided some 

insight into a novel approach that teachers might use to harness the use of technology in the 

science classroom. Digital lab reports have the potential to engage boys and, if properly applied, 

can provide some very creative and individualized learning opportunities for boys in the science 

lab. 

Introduction 

In my 19 years experience of teaching science at a boys’ school, I have witnessed some 

remarkable change in the extent to which technology has transformed education in schools.  

Digital cameras and video-recording technology have introduced some remarkable opportunities.  

My belief that cameras and similar devices can be used effectively and successfully in the 

classroom today prompted me to undertake an action research project to gain insight into the use 

of cameras to create digital lab reports in the science classroom.  

Action research has been well documented as a practice based methodology wherein a change in 

teaching practice is undertaken followed by reflection and self-evaluation (McNiff, 2002). In this 

action research project, the following research question was asked, “What creative experiences 

emerge from the production of digital lab reports?” 

Literature review 
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The literature on creativity focused on creativity and its place in the classroom has generated a 

considerable amount of interest amongst educational researchers. Erica McWilliam (2009), for 

example, explores the concept of creativity and predicts the role of the teacher in an educational 

environment that has undergone much change in recent years. Educated young people, contends 

McWilliam, will be more focused on synthesizing “big picture scenarios.” The ability to respond 

successfully to new problems and to create new things, ideas and models, it seems, will be a 

constant in the future as boys become men.   

In her exploration of creativity, McWilliam (2009) claims the role of the teacher is to build and 

enhance students’ “creative capacity;” their ability to transcend disciplinary domains, develop 

questions, and tackle complex problems.  The “meddler-in-the-middle” McWilliam’s term to 

personify a teacher who creates learning opportunities that are “hands-on, minds-on and often 

plugged-in experiences.” Meddlers are very much aware of the appeal that technology and digital 

devices have among students, and they are eager to use technology as a way to engage students. 

McWilliam is careful to indicate, however, that the skills and methods that technology use 

imbues do not necessarily produce increased creative capacity in students.  

How can Teachers develop creativity and creative thinking in their classroom practices? 

Beghetto and Kaufman (2013) emphasize that most scholars agree that creativity “involves the 

combination of originality and task appropriateness.” In other words, creativity requires more 

than being original. Creativity also requires one to produce an original work while adhering to 

“established academic guidelines.” Beghetto and Kaufman (2013) also emphasize that “context 

matters” in developing students’ creativity in the classroom; devising tasks and opportunities for 

students to incorporate their own interests into tasks will lead to more motivation and meaningful 

relationships.  

Cameras, often in smartphones, are carried by many students in schools today. Tatar and 

Robinson (2003) have explored the use of digital cameras in student learning in the Biology lab 

and found that digital camera use “extended the lab process,” and also “introduced the students 

to a new form of technology that ultimately changed the way they communicate about their 

work.” According to Kearney and Schuck (2003; 2005), there is evidence to support an increased 

level of engagement in tasks that utilize movie-making and self-directed projects that utilize 

video making technology. They report that the benefits of student-created technology projects 
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are numerous and promote, amongst other things, student voice, and an increase in student 

ownership of their work (Kearney and Schuck, 2005).  New (2006) claims that digital video 

projects can promote creativity, whilst  Buren et al (2001) found evidence that digital video 

projects can accommodate students with different learning styles. Hoffenberg and Handler 

(2001) also noted increased motivation and a sense of enjoyment in students who created video 

in the classroom.  

Despite the popularity of technology, researchers have also identified challenges and limits in its 

effectiveness when used in projects such as digital video projects.  Students may get distracted 

by the use of technology, rather than it supplying any real content or creative product (Hofer and 

Swan, 2005). Other challenges include the “shallow treatment of the content” under 

investigation, rendering the final product to appear more as an “electronic encyclopedia,” rather 

than a creative and informative work. Another challenge is the time requirements required by 

users to master the technology proficiently (Dale, 2008). Hofer and Swan (2005) emphasise the 

importance of proper implementation of technology in order to reap the benefits that technology-

based projects can proffer: “It is a challenging endeavor for a teacher to manage and scaffold 

multiple layers of learning in this type of project.”  

Action 

The aim of this action research project was to observe the experiences and outcomes of Grade 8 

boys who were assigned a novel way to produce a lab report; a “digital” lab report. The research 

question that drove this action research was:  

What creative experiences emerge from boys’ production of digital lab reports in Grade 8 

Science?  

The research focused on the learning outcomes in the Biology portion of the Science 8 

curriculum, and in particular, on the exploration of the Human Circulatory system. The research 

was also focused on process skills; skills that involve the development of proper dissection 

techniques. By teaching this unit through an activity that involved the dissection of a sheep’s 

heart,  students wereable to gain valuable experience in dissection methods, while 

simultaneously exploring the sheep heart and its features. 
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A summary of the Biology task given to the students students is provided in Appendix 1 of this 

report. The activity required students to work in pairs performing and photographing the 

dissection of the sheep’s heart to produce a digital lab report that can be likened to a 

documentary. The grade 8 boys tookon the role of instructors, and communicated their findings 

in a lab report that could be viewed using presentation software–PowerPoint in most cases. The 

digital lab report required each pair of boys to complete the following tasks:   

• Dissect the sheep’s heart 

• Take digital photos of the dissected heart, and label them. 

• Assemble the images in a meaningful way using presentation software. (A 

demonstration on how to label images and using PowerPoint was provided) 

• Produce a “Synthesis Section”–one requiring the production of an animation, 

succession of slides, or any creative method to communicate the process involved in 

blood circulation.  

• Narrate and record (using digital technology) the digital lab report to describe their 

experience during the dissection procedure, and to describe the path taken by blood 

through the 4-chamber heart.  

In the production of this project, boys were told not to copy images or content from outside 

sources (that is, they were told to avoid downloading content from the Internet). This 

requirement encouraged the boys to create original content. By assembling and processing their 

digital pictures, a documentary focused on their experience and understanding of the content was 

produced. In this respect the project was creative and unique to each pair of boys. 

Participants 

Established in 1930, St. George’s School is an independent school for boys in Vancouver, BC 

Canada, The school has a Senior and Junior campus, and a total enrollment of 1150 boys. Most 

boys are day students, although the school does have a small boarding facility that attracts 

students from within and beyond Canada. The school provides a broad range of programs 

(academic, arts, cultural, and athletic) and the school seeks to develop the “well-rounded” boy. St 

George’s recently embarked on a bold strategic plan which focuses on “Meeting the Learning 

Needs of Boys” through varied instructional strategies.  Twenty-first century “Global Skills,” 
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which includes the development of creativity and critical thinking, are also emphasized in the 

plan. 

Grade 8 boys from the 2012-13 academic year were participants in this research. Since Grade 8 

students are new entrants to the senior school, they have no pre-conceived ideas on how science 

is conducted in this new setting. A total of 3 classes of Grade 8 boys were participants in this 

research. The research was conducted with two classes in the final weeks of October 2012, 

whilst the 3rd class participated at the end of January 2013.  To protect the identities of the 

students and their families, a description of the research project was given to families prior to the 

research. Parents provided informed consent allowing their son to participate in the research, and 

agreed to have their son photographed (but not identified) in the research study.  

Data Collection  

Data collected from the boys’ questionnaires (pre and post lab), and their digital lab reports were 

both quantitative and qualitative. All responses were made either in class or at home using a 

laptop computer.  The pre-lab questionnaire explored boys’ past performances in Science, along 

with their interpretation of creativity, and the extent to which technology and creativity are 

encouraged in the Science classroom. Some questions on the post–lab questionnaire were similar 

to the pre-lab to establish whether any significant change in attitudes could be measured. Three 

open-ended questions were posed to elicit responses that could be used to evaluate a range of 

student experience and opinion.  

Data Analysis 

Statistical analysis of the responses from the surveys in chart form was performed (Appendix 2). 

Some results were best evaluated as ranking. Qualitative data from student responses were 

examined for recurrent themes and attitudes. Microsoft Excel was used to produce frequency bar 

charts from coded responses. As well, a limited number of quotes from student responses were 

included to provide examples of student voice.   

Discussion and Key Findings 

Pre-Lab Questionnaire 
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The pre-lab questionnaire was used to establish a baseline of student experience, and to learn 

more about their attitudes toward science, technology in the classroom, and creativity.  

Most of the boys (79%) reported academic averages (last year) in the A range or higher (see 

Chart 1 and 2 in Appendix 2).  When the topic of creativity in the science classroom was 

explored, some interesting trends emerged. Most boys reported that they enjoyed being creative, 

when creativity was defined as “creating new things, new ideas, and/or new methods of doing 

things.” Most boys (74%) did not view “being scientific” and “being creative” as two separate 

activities.  This would suggest that boys support undertaking scientific endeavors and 

experimentation in creative ways. Furthermore, most of the students (77%) also agreed that, 

being creative requires one to “take risks and do things without knowing whether success is 

assured.” Some boys viewed science education as one where many experiments are pre-

determined and lacking in variety.  (See Chart 3 in the Appendix 2) 

Most boys (84%) agreed with the statement, “I learn how to use new technology and software 

quite easily (PowerPoint, iMovie).” As well, 79% of boys agreed they would enjoy using 

presentation software like PowerPoint or iMovie. Further, 75% agreed with the statement “I 

would enjoy using digital cameras and computers to display observations (pictures of a 

dissection) in a Science lab report.” Most Grade 8 students viewed technology, laptops, and most 

digital devices (smart phones) as tools that help them to express their work creatively. They also 

expressed confidence in their ability to learn how to use new technology readily. 

Boys clearly preferred learning science by “doing hands-on activities.” The second most popular 

choice rated by boys was, “watching videos and animations that explain science,” followed by, 

“researching, using a computer, about Science and Scientific processes.” Interestingly, the lowest 

rated choices were, “making diagrams and concepts maps that explain science,” and “discussing 

science and solving problems in small groups.” Approximately one third of the students selected 

these choices among their top three (See Chart 4 in Appendix 2). 

Most boys (46 of 58) in this study associated the term “original” with creativity. Other popular 

choices were “experimental” followed by “innovative.” This would suggest that boys recognized 

a creative experience as one that was unique, could not be reproduced by others, and one that 

uses or shows a new method or idea (definition from on-line dictionary). (See Chart 5 in 

Appendix 2). 
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Observations during the Production of the Digital Lab Report 

As noted in Chart 6 of the results for the Post-Lab Questionnaire, 50% of  boys elected to use 

smart-phones to collect their digital images, whilst others used digital cameras, and a few used 

the camera supplied with their laptop computer. PowerPoint was the most popular presentation 

software used by boys (Chart 7, Appendix 2).  

The boys’ use of technology to create animations, narrated slide presentations, and enhance 

digital pictures lead to original and unique works. They often used Photoshop to alter images, 

added labels, transitions, special effects and other enhancements to emphasize features in their 

digital lab presentations. It was remarkable to observe the ability of the boys to interact and share 

ideas on how to identify and label the images that they had produced. They were very eager and 

often proud of their projects. 

Some student pairs had problems, however, working effectively and productively together. These 

issues typically focused on problems with communication and working well together; some 

students reported their partner as either lazy or uninvolved in the project. In a few other cases, 

students had problems with software. I found the best way to manage these issues was to appeal 

to the strengths of the student, and assign a task (for example, design slides, proofread content) 

to each boy in the pair.   

Most boys (75%) were able to complete the digital lab report within the 5 hours allotted. Chart 8 

(Appendix 2) summarizes these results. Others found time a constraint, and were permitted more 

time to complete the project.  Boys were eager to present their final project to their classmates. It 

was evident that the boys were motivated to have their peers observe their final digital lab 

project. In this respect, I felt my position was more one of “guide-on-the-side” rather than a 

“sage on-the-stage” (McWilliam, 2009), and the boys were motivated to present not only the 

content from their experience, but also the varied methods (slide transitions, animations, and 

graphics) that they selected and adapted to produce their presentations.  

Post – Lab Questionnaire and Student Reflection 

Chart 9 and 10 (Appendix 2) summarize the responses of boys regarding what they found most 

fun in producing their digital lab report. 88% of the boys agreed that “Being creative in the use 

of technology” was the most fun.  Dissecting the sheep’s heart was a popular choice as well, with 

77% of the boys agreeing it was most fun.  Boys also responded to an open-ended question on 

what aspects they found “most fun,” and reported: 
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a) In my opinion, the most fun part in creating my Digital Heart Lab Report was the 

Synthesis section, where my partner and I performed a rap song that told the story of how 

blood flows through the body. This was probably the best section since we had the chance 

to be very creative (while still explaining scientific information) and use the voice 

recording system on PowerPoint (which was pretty neat). My partner and I had a blast 

doing the rap and we thought it was a great success. 

b) The most fun about my project (was) writing the script for the synthesis (section) 

because I felt more creative than I am normally. 

c) I think that creating the synthesis was the most fun part for me, because I felt we could 

explain the information in a creative way. 

d) Dissecting the heart. I liked this because it was interesting to see the real features of 

the heart and find the pathways through the heart. 

e) The most fun for me was to cut the heart and try to find the different parts of the heart 

and label them correctly. 

f) Working together. Working together is more fun then (sic) working alone 

When asked what challenges and difficulties they experienced in the course of the project, 19% 

of boys identified the narration, or voice-over recording to the project as the most difficult. 

Communication and lack of cooperation between partners was identified as problematic by 17% 

of the respondents. A chart summarizing the frequency of these responses can be found in Charts 

11 and 12 (Appendix 2). Sample responses to the question are provided below: 

a) I believe labeling the heart was the most difficult because the text book never shows 

the parts of the heart in real life. This made it harder to identify each part. 

b) Doing the voice recording because for each slide you must record each slide perfectly. 

c) The most difficult part was making time to finish the project. It was tough making time 

to finish the project. 

d) The most difficult part was working with my partner. He wasted all our class time and 

I was the one who completed the project. 
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e) I believe that it was making the PowerPoint, because I'm very foreign to electronically 

work (sic). 

f) Finding out how the heart pumps the blood and the way the blood moves in a cycle. 

Also making a picture. 

When asked whether they preferred the digital lab report over a traditional lab report (with 

traditional being a written lab report accompanied with sketches of the heart), 91% of the boys 

chose the digital lab report. The chart below illustrates these preferences.  

 

Many of the boys’ responses reflected on the improved ease with which features of the heart 

were identified. Boy’s frequently commented that they enjoyed labeling their images, 

demonstrating their knowledge and organizing the information in a way that employed digital 

technology. Many felt that they learned the features of the heart, while simultaneously learning 

how these features may be represented in a new and novel way:  

a) I believe that I learned more from using the digital format as compared to the 

"traditional" format. Not only was I interested in the project (since we utilized digital 

technology), but I also had more fun labeling features and explaining how the blood 

flows through the heart. In addition, this project let me be hands on with digital 

technology and I became more familiar with functions on programs like PowerPoint. 

Overall, I enjoyed the Digital Heart Lab Report very much. 

b) I liked the digital because it was easy to make transitions and show where the different 

steps where (sic) taking place with animations. If we did it 'traditionally', we couldn't add 

in these aspects. 
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c) I felt I learned a lot more seeing the features of a heart. I learned more seeing it rather 

than learning about it. I am a person that enjoys seeing an object rather than listen to a 

person/teacher explain about the object. 

d) I feel that the digital lab taught me more than I would have learnt otherwise, as it was 

a more hands on experience and I had the chance to reflect on it creatively in the 

Synthesis. 

e) Yes I learned much more this way because I was more creative this way with using 

pictures rather than sketches. 

f) I learned more because I learn more when I enjoy things and I really enjoyed the 

dissection! 

The post-lab questionnaire revealed 80% of the boys preferred taking digital images and labeling 

these images rather than producing and labeling hand drawn images.  A lesser number, 55%, 

enjoyed recording a narrative on their results rather than producing a written description of their 

observations. Chart 13 (Appendix 2) illustrates these student responses.  

As part of the post-lab questionnaire, boys were asked to rank seven different methods for 

learning science (Chart 14, Appendix 2). The rankings produced by the boys were then 

represented in a radar graph, and can be seen as Chart 15 in Appendix 2. The boys had a clear 

preference for “learning by doing,” as the highest ranked method was the “Doing Hands-on 

Science activities and Lab Work.” The second preferred method was “Watching videos and 

animations that explain science.” In the production of digital lab reports, boys demonstrated a 

preference for “learning by doing,” and also using digital pictures and similar constructs in their 

reports.  

Conclusion 

During this action research project, many unique, original and creative experiences emerged 

during the boys’ creation of digital lab reports. The digital lab task placed responsibility more 

squarely in the hands of the boys, rather than with the teacher. The boys were very receptive and 

indeed, eager in most cases, to photograph and use images as sources of evidence in producing a 

digital lab report. They made frequent references to feeling a sense of accomplishment in 

producing an original work that defined their understanding on the subject under study. Their 
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responses make frequent reference to “feeling creative” when completing parts of the project 

assignment.  

It was evident that the boys in this action research project were very motivated with the 

opportunity to perform a “hands-on” activity using technology in a new way. They seemed to 

enjoy the following: 

• An opportunity to learn in a setting that was team-centered, rather than teacher-centered 

• An opportunity to illustrate, using their own images, and explain their story of a 

dissection that they performed 

• An opportunity to present their original work to their peers in a forum setting   

Most boys demonstrated an ownership of their project and seemed quite interested in the subject 

matter once this sense of ownership was established. Many also seemed to enjoy the opportunity 

to organize information, often in the form of images, in new and novel ways. By organizing 

images in a form that communicated their interpretation of events and their understanding of the 

topic under study, the boys were the authors of their own knowledge. Working in pairs required 

the boys to learn from one another, solve problems and plan strategy; skills that might not 

otherwise be developed in a traditional lab setting. It was also clear that many of the boys 

enjoyed the experience, and that it ceased to be work and more an adventure. The culmination of 

the project seemed to occur when the boys had an opportunity to present their work to their peers 

and experience their reactions, rather than submitting the project to a teacher for grading.  

A common saying goes, “boys love their toys,” and this saying was very true when cameras were 

included along with other technological gadgets.  This research also confirmed, convincingly, 

that boys learn best “by doing things,” often with their hands. Lesson plans and activities that 

encourage boys to use their technologies (cameras, laptops, and iPads) in a lab setting can 

provide them with the “task appropriateness” required to nurture their creative talents.  

This action research has demonstrated that cameras and digital images can be put to effective use 

in the Science classroom. Future reflection and action research may seek new instances and 

applications to engage boys, and encourage them to use these tools in novel ways. By 

emphasizing a constructivist approach where boys use technology to construct and build 
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scientific knowledge, opportunities may extend to applications in chemistry, earth sciences or 

physical sciences.   

Reflection 

I found the action research experience quite satisfying in several aspects. I found some answers 

to questions that have influenced how I engage my students in my role as a teacher. Many boys 

enjoy the opportunity to employ technology in new and novel ways. I have also gathered 

evidence that corroborates my suspicion that boys are very visual learners, and the old maxim 

that “a picture is worth a thousand words” is quite true from the perspective of boys. I will 

continue to look for ways to use digital images and technology that can be used in the hands of 

boys to further their understanding, and claim ownership of their work. I plan to use more 

cameras, and more digital lab reporting, especially during practical lab sessions, like dissections. 

 I also enjoyed the opportunity to observe the ways that boys experience and work with 

their technologies. Many boys are quite skillful in what they can achieve, given a task in a 

context that they understand and are interested in performing. I frequently found that I was 

learning from their experience and on more than one occasion I found myself asking a boy, 

“How did you do that?” The dialogue and communication with these boys was very insightful 

and fulfilling. 
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Appendix 1 

Biology 8 

Heart Dissection Lab ‐ Digital Lab Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Digital Lab Report Format 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Your model must utilize digital technology. Consider using, collated pictures, a comic strip, news‐cast, 
a poem, a “rap song”, a recorded song, an “interview” with a blood cell, photos of hand‐drawn pictures 
that illustrate the path taken by a blood cell…, be creative! 

 

  You, and your partner, are cardiologists (heart doctors) responsible for 

producing a digital lab report on the sheep heart dissection. The digital lab report 

will consist of pictures that you photograph (or movie clips), label, and assemble in 

presentation software of your choice (PowerPoint is suggested). You will add a 

narrative to your presentation to describe the following: 

a) The major features (and their functions) of the sheep heart dissection.  

b) A description on how the sheep’s circulatory system is inter‐related to other 

body systems (respiratory system, for example). 

The digital lab report will consist of 4 sections. 

A. Title Slide & Introduction (2‐3 slides) 

Provide a Title, Introduce yourselves and describe the purpose of your dissection. 

B. Sheep Heart Dissection – External and Internal Features (5‐6 slides) 

Identify the main external and internal features of the sheep heart (see below for 
details). Your narrative should describe each feature and its function. (see  

C. Synthesis on Blood Flow through the Sheep (4‐5 slides) 

Create a model* to describe the path taken by blood as it enters the heart from 
the body, enters the lungs for gas exchange, and then returns to the heart before 
being pumped to the body. The more creative your synthesis – the better! 

D. Conclusion (1‐2 slides) 

Summarize, in a slide or two, a conclusion that describes what you have learned 
about the sheep’s circulatory system, and how it is similar to your circulatory 
system.    
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The Digital Heart Lab Dissection 

1. Title, Introduction and Purpose. Your title slide should communicate clearly what your presentation will present 
to the reader/viewer. You should have a photo of the two you (cardiologists), and you should communicate your 
Purpose (what you will do) and Method (how you will do it, through dissection). 

2. At least 5 photographs of the sheep heart are expected in your the digital lab report. At least one should show 
the external features of the heart, and several others to illustrate and label the internal features of the heart.  

A) External Features (at least 1 labeled photograph(s)) 

  Fat Tissue    Coronary Artery      Atria    Ventricles 

 

B) Internal Features (at least 4 labeled photographs) 

  The following features should be identified, and labeled, in the digital lab report heart 
 
  Right Atrium      Left Atrium      Aorta 
  Right Ventricle      Left Ventricle      Septum 
  A‐V Heart Valve      Aortic Heart Valve 
  
3. Your synthesis activity (Part C) should demonstrate and communicate the following:  
 
A) Synthesis Content 

Blood is constantly being pumped from the heart, to the lungs (gas exchange), then back to the heart, and 
then to the body. Your Synthesis section should reflect on processes that occur during this “trip” taken by the 
blood.  Your synthesis could comment on the following 4 points: 

i. Changes to blood composition (oxygen content, carbon dioxide content) . 
ii. Changes to Blood pressure (when does the blood have highest pressure in the cardiac cycle?) 
iii. Types of blood vessels (what types of blood a vessel does the blood pass through as blood passes 

through the circulatory system of the sheep?) 
iv. The following 3 features (which are not observed in your heart specimen) should be referred to in 

your Synthesis section.  
 
Vena Cava      Pulmonary Artery      Pulmonary Vein 

 
B) Creativity.  
 
Have fun and create a novel way to show, narrate, illustrate or communicate what happens when blood 
moves through the sheep circulatory system. Your synthesis should use the proper terms. (* you and your 
partner may choose any method that involves digital technology) – get creative, and have fun!) 

 
 
4. Conclusion (1‐2 slides) 
Your conclusion should summarize, in a few sentences, what you have discovered and learned about the sheep 
circulatory system. 
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Biology 8 

Heart Dissection Lab ‐ Evaluation Rubric 

Technical (Knowledge) Assessment Rubric (20 marks) 

Criteria  Assessment 

1  2  3  4 

1. Title, 
Introduction & 
Purpose 

Two or more slides 
missing that define Title, 
Introduction of 
Cardiologists (you), or 
Purpose, are missing or 
incomplete  

One slide that describes 
the Title, Introduction of 
Cardiologists (you), or 
Purpose, is missing or 
incomplete. 

Title, Introduction of 
Cardiologists (you), and 
Purpose are presented, 
but with inaccuracies 
(spelling?) 

Title, Introduction of 
Cardiologists (you), and 
Purpose well stated and 
clear. 

2A. External 
Features 

Only 1 (of 4) external 
features and their 
functions is identified 
accurately and explained  
fully 

2 (of 4) external features 
and their functions is 
identified accurately and 
explained  fully 

3 (of 4) external 
features and their 
functions is identified 
accurately and 
explained  fully 

All 4 external features 
and their functions are 
identified accurately and 
explained  fully 

2B. Internal 
Features 

Only 2‐3 (of 8) internal 
features and their 
functions are identified 
accurately and explained 
fully 

Only 4‐5 (of 8) internal 
features and their 
functions are identified 
accurately and explained 
fully 

Only 6‐7 (of 8) internal 
features and their 
functions are identified 
accurately and 
explained fully 

All 8 internal features 
and their functions are 
identified accurately and 
explained fully 

3A. Synthesis 
(Content) 

Little information in 
Synthesis. Errors or 
inaccuracies in the path 
taken by the blood 
through the circulatory 
system. 
Inaccuracies/errors in the 
description. Errors or 
inaccuracies in describing 
the gas exchange.  

Errors in 2‐3 of the 4 
required points in 3 (i), (ii), 
(iii) and (iv).  Satisfactory, 
with at least two 
inaccuracies in the path 
taken by blood through the 
circulatory system. Some 
terms or processes lack 
clarity and/or accuracy.  

Errors in least 1 of the 
4 required points in 
3(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv).  
Well described and 
accurate presentation. 
One – two terms are 
inaccurately used or in 
error.  

All points 4 in 3(i), (ii), 
(iii) and (iv) are 
complete. Accurate 
description using terms 
and processes to 
accurately describe the 
path taken by blood as it 
travels through the 
sheep’s circulatory 
system.  

3B. Synthesis 
(Creativity)  

Lacks creativity in 
Synthesis. Synthesis 
incomplete.  

Meets minimum standard 
in creativity. Poorly edited. 
Did not capture viewers’ 
attention. Synthesis hastily 
prepared. 

Meets a good standard 
in the use of 
technology. Captures 
the viewers’ attention. 
Some errors or 
carelessness in 
presentation. Good 
creative ideas, but lacks 
finish and completion. 

Exceptional Project 
Synthesis as assessed by 
use of pictures and 
digital media. You have 
edited carefully, and 
used creative ways to 
capture the viewers’ 
attention, entertain, and 
explain concepts and 
processes.   

D. Conclusion  Conclusion Missing  Conclusion brief and lacks 
relationship between 
human and sheep 
circulatory systems 

Good Conclusion, but 
contains at least one 
inaccuracy or error 

Excellent Summary – 
brief and informative. 
Provides a good 
comparison to sheep – 
human circulatory 
systems.  
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Appendix 2 

Graphs and Charts 

Chart 1. 

Student responses to Question 1 

 

 

Chart 2 
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Chart 3 
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Chart 4 

 

Chart 5 
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Chart 6 

 

 

Chart 7 
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Chart 8 

 

 

Chart 9 

Frequency of Coded Student Responses to Question 7. 
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Chart 10 

 

Chart 11 
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Chart 12 

Frequency of Coded Responses to Question 8 

 

Chart 13 
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